Tacoma, Wash.

The Survival of American Indian Association was formed in January of 1964 by the Nisqually, Palouse and allied Indian tribes in order to unite their resistance to the Washington state officials who have consistently infringed upon Indian treaty rights, particularly fishing rights on the Nisqually and other rivers.

Anybody familiar with U.S. policy in Vietnam will recognize the historical parallel in the U.S.'s annihilation of American Indians, remote is a continuing policy.

When the white man first set foot on the North American Continents, there were by conservative estimate 750,000 Indians, by at least 2/3, 500,000. American Indians were murdered conservative estimate 750,000 Indians. By 1850 the Indian population was re-duced to 250,000 — by at least 2/3. Now, 500,000 American Indians were murdered conservative estimate 750,000 Indians. By 1850 the Indian population was re-duced to 250,000 — by at least 2/3. Now, 500,000 American Indians were murdered. The state probably does not have the federal document, but the Indians have none of these Indians ever gave up rights to use of their rivers in their treaty negotiations.

But Indians have no real rights in this country. They are not citizens, they are not part of the federal government. In the words of the Nisqually treaty, which is at issue here, the treaty is considered an Indian affair which is about as sensitive to their needs as the foreign government is to the needs of the people of Vietnam. In everyday American consciousness, Indians are merely just invisible. In news where they live, they are hated, cheat-ed, and smeared.

"Juvenile" for a Washington state Indian delivered by people like Judge Jacques, Pierce County Superior Court, who, in issuing an injunction against the Nisqually, noted: "They never meant for these Indians to have fishing rights at all. They don't want to protect themselves. People who attempt to help are regularly threatened and beaten. But, as in the south, this is a matter of survival. What the police and federal officials are trying to do is to remove the Indians from the river.

INDIAN SURVIVAL

The MOVEMENT is becoming increasingly interested in the struggle of the American Indian Association's most active members. Some of her comments follow. THE MOVEMENT is becoming increasingly interested in the struggle of the American Indian Association's most active members. Some of her comments follow.

TREATIES IGNORED

When the Washington state government attempted to force the Indians to give up their treaty-secured fishing stations on the Nisqually River, the Indians had almost no way of defending themselves. Indian treaties apparently are only observed for as long as it is convenient to do so. The treaty was not used to turn the river over to sport fishermen. They claimed that the Indians were destroying the fish which, in fact, is the whole point. They claim that the Indians catch is less than one per cent of the total catch and it is obvious that the gigantic commercial fisheries are threatening the existence of the salmon.

NEVER GAVE UP RIVERS

Many of the Northwest Indians are fishermen and have always been so. To protect themselves, people who attempt to help are regularly threatened and beaten. But, as in the south, this is a matter of survival. What the police and federal officials are trying to do is to remove the Indians from the river.

TREATIES IGNORED

When the Washington state government attempted to force the Indians to give up their treaty-secured fishing stations on the Nisqually River, the Indians had almost no way of defending themselves. Indian treaties apparently are only observed for as long as it is convenient to do so. The treaty was not used to turn the river over to sport fishermen. They claimed that the Indians were destroying the fish which, in fact, is the whole point. They claim that the Indians catch is less than one per cent of the total catch and it is obvious that the gigantic commercial fisheries are threatening the existence of the salmon.

The state probably does not have the federal document, but the Indians have difficulty obtaining any legal counsel to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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RIOTS SNCC, AND THE PRESS

By Terrence Colman

One of the most famous anti-black Carmichael stories, first printed in the New York Times and responsible for much of the "disappointment" in SNCC that liberals claim was an "article published in the News and Statesman," it ends with this anecdote:

This preceding black-and-white photograph shows that while Carmichael has become increasingly cool toward whites, he recently addressed a racially mixed audience here and, with several minutes of long postponement in the room, declared he had never known a black man who could trust a young white man who had considered himself Mr. Carmichael's friend rose from the audience.

"Not one, Stokely?" he asked.

Mr. Carmichael looked directly into his eyes and replied, "No — not one."

"This story has been repeated again and again. It is a staple of anti-SNCC stories. It is not with us and never has been..."

That is the line he uses.

What actually happened? Stokely claimed that he had never had any direct contact with the SNCC organization. He could trust a young man who considered himself Mr. Carmichael's friend.

"Not one, Stokely?" he asked.

Mr. Carmichael looked directly into his eyes and replied, "No — not one."

The difference is total. The damage has been done. Damage will continue to be done, if people fall into accepting at face value the reports of the press.

A good rule of thumb is DOUBT EVERYTHING.

RIOTS

The general strategy of the daily press is to report some physical events fairly accurately. That is, if black people shoot at the cops, it is reported in accurate detail. But, as a rule, it is reported when black people are shot, the impression is given that it was THEIR FAULT, that in almost all cases, the causes of the riot are not given. This is the main journalistic strategy. People who attempt to help are regularly threatened and beaten. But, as in the south, this is a matter of survival. What the police and federal officials are trying to do is to remove the Indians from the river.

The San Francisco Chronicle's first report on the Tampa riot, June 12, was headed "RIOTING, LOOTING IN TAMPA."

It began:

"There was little blue smoke, the shooting began. Not just Negroes, but some people fell into accepting at face value the reports of the press. That is, if black people shoot at the cops, it is reported in accurate detail. But, as a rule, it is reported when black people are shot, the impression is given that it was THEIR FAULT, that in almost all cases, the causes of the riot are not given. This is the main journalistic strategy.

After graphically describing the fighting, the article told of a white woman who "had apparently been held hostage..." Mrs. DeWitt, her blouse ripped off, ran to police..." Then she pointed out..." The Chronicle's first impression of the riot: 1) "Negro rioters" were hunting policeman, not just Negroes, but some..."
THE MOVEMENT HAS NO EDITOR

Dear Readers:

It's still hard times at THE MOVEMENT. Maybe we haven't made that clear enough in the past. We could barely manage printing costs on these issues, if we didn't have more money coming in during July. We may not make August. Printing and mailing costs alone are about $600 for each issue. That's not counting continuing office expenses. We really need to be able to pay an editor so he can work full time. We have no editor at present and nobody on the staff gets paid. We have barely enough staff to get out the paper, not enough to handle distribution and fund-raising adequately.

We need contributions. We need more subscribers. We need people to hand copies on campuses all over the country. We need people to get papers into bookstores. We need people to spread THE MOVEMENT in communities, to inform the people of what other people in other places are doing. And we need more of you who are organizing to take time to write and tell us what you're doing, and need a picture maybe. THE MOVEMENT is the only half-way national paper that the Movement has got. We need you and you need us. Please help.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT ON OUR SIDE

Many of this and last month's articles, written by different people about separate events, support a single conclusion: the government of the United States is not on the side of its non-white citizens; it is not in the side of any white people who are poor, who have been pushed out of the government of the United States is not on the government as the protector of us. The government is not of, by, or for us.

Let's start blaming Lyndon Johnson. If we don't do that, we're not doing them any favors. It isn't his war. It's the government's. That is, the CIA, the FBI, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the corporations that own this country. They are not hidden government programs and action must be enforced, Johnson mouthing "We shall stop. The check is in celebration of the Free

Dear Movement Movers:

We enclose a check for $100 for you to use, of course, as you need it. My wife and I continue to be impressed by you, your ideology than any other in America, you have what needs to be said, and attack the white power structure as is needed. Though I've grown highly pessimistic about the chances of getting rid of the structure (it has too much support), I applaud your efforts and bravery. Yours truly, Rich and Susan Kanowitz Berkeley, Cali.

Dear SNCC:

We enclose a check for $200 for you to use as you need it. I've been trying to think about, but we need to hear from more of about, but we need to hear from more of

FREDONIA, N.Y. FARMWORKERS

Dear Movement Brochures:

Enclosed please find $2 for one sub for: Laurens Trejoen, West Town Line Rd., Fredonia, NY.

Joan spent a week up there (Fredonia), an hour from Buffalo and a few hours from Rochester, and (the Puerto Rican competition up there deserve coverage). Also on move organized by John Cena who is running single-handedly to help the simultaneous, type up releases, set up union meetings at the WORKERS' COAL. OF ULTIMATE STRUGGLE and instead of the church-centered power of the two brown workers burned to death in Framton this fall, because of very ineffective unions which have had only token deals...and every photo she has is a viable violation of all legal nodes...the way farm, the execution of a farm, that has less than five workers does not have to register as a "co-op" and thus does not get its inspectors. Even what a farm with more than five gets imported, it gets a real once over since the health inspector is a Farmer's best friend. All the Walsh Corporates in NY are backed out of farmers who have simply grown these bean-stale murders and trapeze up new cases (a whole load of farm workers are living in rundown chicken coops). The Dirigo Union has signed contracts with many are who are on the move, but their mass drive in Puerto Rico and the only reason they are stock here is that the farmer illegally paid their airfare from Puerto Rico and now he takes out of their pay what they "owe" him. Many make $1.25 an hour, but if the farmer says the ground is too muddy, nobody gets a dime that day. Most of the workers are from Jovana on Russell Joy's farm. (She's the joyous mayor and one of the biggest growers in Fredonia)

Many people have their shares of 196% in 1967's rebellion led by Allen Camperlock, so most are pretty revolutionary spirit. The government countered with a poverty program which is, the CIA, the FBI, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the corporations that own this country. They are not hidden government programs and action must be enforced, Johnson mouthing "We shall stop. The check is in celebration of the Free

L. Colas de Ultramar) and invite civic-minded church-connected people to push the Movement offshoot, much. She's got an existing paper of the two brown workers burned to death in Framton this fall, because of very ineffective unions which have had only token deals...and every photo she has is a viable violation of all legal nodes...the way farm, the execution of a farm, that has less than five workers does not have to register as a "co-op" and thus does not get its inspectors. Even what a farm with more than five gets imported, it gets a real once over since the health inspector is a Farmer's best friend. All the Walsh Corporates in NY are backed out of farmers who have simply grown these bean-stale murders and trapeze up new cases (a whole load of farm workers are living in rundown chicken coops). The Dirigo Union has signed contracts with many are who are on the move, but their mass drive in Puerto Rico and the only reason they are stock here is that the farmer illegally paid their airfare from Puerto Rico and now he takes out of their pay what they "owe" him. Many make $1.25 an hour, but if the farmer says the ground is too muddy, nobody gets a dime that day. Most of the workers are from Jovana on Russell Joy's farm. (She's the joyous mayor and one of the biggest growers in Fredonia)

Many people have their shares of 196% in 1967's rebellion led by Allen Camperlock, so most are pretty revolutionary spirit. The government countered with a poverty program which is, the CIA, the FBI, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the corporations that own this country. They are not hidden government programs and action must be enforced, Johnson mouthing "We shall stop. The check is in celebration of the Free

DEAR SMC:

We enclose a check for $100 for you to use, of course, as you need it. My wife and I continue to be impressed by you, your ideology than any other in America, you have what needs to be said, and attack the white power structure as is needed. Though I've grown highly pessimistic about the chances of getting rid of the structure (it has too much support), I applaud your efforts and bravery.

Yours truly, Rich and Susan Kanowitz Berkeley, Cali.

Dear Movement Movers: You care all the people and I love you all. Keep up the good work and don't stop. The check is in celebration of the First American Revolution and building forward to the future. I'm sorry that your office was raided and the police that you will take steps to protect yourself against future violence.

George W. Hertz Englewood, Colo.

(ED. NOTE: This is the kind of letter we would love to give others. Don't do our staff inquiries! We can't send a report to Fredonia to talk to Loren Trejo). But maybe someone from Fredonia will go, take pictures, get the story and send it in. , Another political letter maybe someone will go help Loren organize, or at least send a contribution... That is What THE MOVEMENT is about, but we need to hear from more of you.
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COMFORT FREED ON 2 YEAR PROBATION

OAKLAND, CALIF. — Mark Comfort, militant East Oakland organizer, was released from Santa Rita Prison last month. He was serving the last part of a six month sentence for his part in the demonstrations against the Oakland Tribune. The terms of the probation are strange and unusual if not unconstitutional.

PROBATION

The 9 terms of probation were issued to Comfort by his probation officer, but they were not read to him. He claimed that the officer who administered the probation interview was not the person who administered the interview. If the interview was not properly conducted, the terms of the probation are likely to be unconstitutional.

1. Report to and cooperate with the Probation Officer.
2. Seek and maintain employment. Do not change place of employment or residence without the approval of Probation Officer.
3. Maintain and support his wife and minor children.
4. Not to possess or use any firearm, (not just laws?)
5. Refrain from associating with persons or groups of persons publicly advocating illegal acts of violence against any other person or group of persons. (What we call self-defense, the government calls violence. Can Mark not associate with any person advocating self-defense against the KKK?)
6. Be of good conduct and obey all laws. (Can he be sent back to prison for crossing the street?)
7. Refrain from using or possessing any person known to be engaged in criminal activity.
8. Refrain from use of violence toward any other persons, or threats of violence to any other persons or groups of persons. ("Threatening to spank my kids!" Mark asked THE MOVEMENT.)
9. Be of good conduct and obey all laws. (Can he be sent back to prison for crossing the street?)

The terms of probation are strongly enforced, they would certainly be unconstitutional.

Cleveland: Moving to Where the Problem Is

The Hough Welfare Office is located at 328 East 6th Avenue. It is within walking distance for most of the residents of Hough. For the past year, the caseworkers who staff the office have tried to deal with both emergency cases and long-range problems of welfare administration. In response to the recipients for Friday, June 16th, from 12:00 until close to 2:00, forty recipients and caseworkers marched to the downtown welfare office at 24th and Payne carrying placards reading, "Keep the Office in Hough," and "We want the office in Hough," and consequently chanting, "We Want the Office in Hough." The march was a response to the decision to move the office to a new location.

The office might have served as a model for neighborhood offices in other cities. Some new developments are taking place in Oakland, California. Some new developments are taking place in Oakland, California. The office was final and irrevocable. The office was final and irrevocable.

BURNS WON'T BUDGE

At one point, the marchers began shouting their signs on open windows on the third floor of the building in an attempt to force the attention of the protest to the window. After the windows had been slammed against the building, the marchers tried to break into the window. One of the marchers described the situation. "We have become better caseworkers since we have been working in the area." The demonstration was led by Lee James, a long-time activist.
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CARMICHAEL ARRESTED
THE SEIGE AT PRATTVILLE

Prattville, Ala.

On June 11, Stokely Carmichael and nine other persons, three of whom SNCC workers, were arrested here. Other black citizens were beaten, shot and interned.

Carmichael had been speaking at a meeting of black people to discuss political organizing at St. Mark's Church in Prattville, a social town in Atmore County, about 40 miles from Montgomery, Alabama. (John) Johnson has extensive black holdings in Atmore County. (Police Officer Kenny Hill drove up and began to hassle Carmichael, using the words "black power")

The officer who earlier this year was accused of murdering Clifton Robinson, successfully harassing Carmichael, Hill arrested him on a charge of disorderly conduct. A crowd of Carricahal's friends and acquaintances gathered around the police to find out why he had been arrested. Police attacked news reporters and damaged the equipment of the general causes - poverty, oppression and racism. What connotations? A military term used by the police and Klan becomes an "attempt to protect our citizens." What is the police? A police power, a police state, a police brutality. Stokely Carmichael was jailed and the Alabama National Guard was reported ordered in.

The police were wounded by buckshot, About 25 police were involved in a 20-block area of this little town and began searching for three suspected robbers. Stokely Carmichael, whose arrest triggered off a gun battle between Negroes and police, refused to post bond yesterday. But, he would tear this town up.

The follow-up article in the Chronicle the next day did not tell us that the policeman who arrested Carmichael was black police, asked to be called Obie Thompson because Obie represents the press. An attack on police and property interests. The police were wounded by buckshot, About 25 police were involved in a 20-block area of this little town and began searching for three suspected robbers. Stokely Carmichael, whose arrest triggered off a gun battle between Negroes and police, refused to post bond yesterday. But, he would tear this town up.

The police were wounded by buckshot, About 25 police were involved in a 20-block area of this little town and began searching for three suspected robbers. Stokely Carmichael, whose arrest triggered off a gun battle between Negroes and police, refused to post bond yesterday. But, he would tear this town up.
enforce the conditions that drive black people to desperation, it is they who haveinitiated every riot. And it is they, and only they, who still supply the mass media with its information. Why would the presence of the media "heighten the disturbance"? By reporting the shooting and beating of black people by police. Only, what else, except showing acts of brutality, may add to the story and might inspire the must riot, who have been so beaten down that they will not be shown. The media know this. Guideline 44 states this clearly: "Avoid broadcasting interviews with police brutality victims in disguise. Their faces should be unmasked and their names known." The press is to work on behalf of the power structure. Guidelines 30 and 44 recognize an important fact: that black people know the main media is opposed to them. Newsmen and TV camera crews are supposed to support the side which opposes police law and order. The guidelines recognize this important fact: that the press have been responsible for inflaming every riot that has taken place in the last few years. It is they who

**WHOSE SIDE IS MEDIA ON?**

The question has already been answered. The guidelines recognize an important fact: that black people know the main media is opposed to them. Newsmen and TV camera crews are supposed to support the side which opposes police law and order. The press is to work on behalf of the power structure. Guidelines 30 and 44 recognize an important fact: that the press have been responsible for inflaming every riot that has taken place in the last few years. It is they who

**THE DEATH OF THE AMERICAN PRESS**

**HOW THE MEDIA PLANS TO COVER REVOLTS**
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Recently THE MOVEMENT interviewed Jeff Segal, National Draft Resistance Co-ordinator for SDS. Here are his comments on the current Draft Resistance movement.

**MOVEMENT:** Basically, could you give us some idea about what you have been doing?

**SEGAL:** I've spent the last two months talking to SDS chapters and Draft Resistance Unions. I have visited all of the existing and active organizations.

**MOVEMENT:** How many Anti-Draft unions are there?

**SEGAL:** There are about 25 active draft Resistance Unions. There are about 900 to 1000 people involved in these organizations. Most of the activity has occurred around the circulation of "I Won't Go" statements. Out of that a fairly strong group of people have been built. Many members are not drafted. About half are older people, women and deferries now.

Of course, all of these groups are at different levels of involvement and commitment. But about half of the groups are involved in demonstrations at induction centers. There have been a growing number of incidents of disruptions at these places.

From these groups there are a number that have gone to the high schools and have started anti-draft organizations; a few groups have started community work.

**WHAT HAS BEEN DONE**

**MOVEMENT:** (You mentioned disruptions and demonstrations. Who exactly has happened?)

**SEGAL:** Some places have seen guys sent into the induction centers to talk to the people inside, trying to make as much of a farce of the induction process as possible.

**HOW TO GET TO CANADA**

Young men interested in emigrating to Canada as a means of avoiding the draft should read a pamphlet handed out by the Toronto Student Union for Peace Action.

The 24 page pamphlet, titled ENSURING CANADA AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE DRAFT is available for 50¢ from SSS, 38 Spadina Avenue, Toronto 4, Ontario, Canada.

It covers most important necessary: "Probable Chester" that permits immigration impossible, Landed Immigrant, Visitor and Visitor Status, how to apply, what to do at the border, how to fill out the forms, Exitation and Deporation how to become a Canadian citizen.

**A valuable research work.**

Taken from information supplied by the Draft Resistance Movement and the Movement that has been developing here in the U.S.

**DRAFT RESISTANCE NEWS**

**FRENCH RESISTANCE**

"Word has it that the French Resistance, that evolved from World War II and the Algerian War, has been re-activated. This is partly in response to the increasing number of American soldiers being sent to Vietnam. Because of the War in Vietnam, it is also known that these people are very interested in Draft Resistance and the Movement that has been developing here in the U.S."

**OPEN RECORDS**

"At most local SSS Boards, the minutes from the last SSS board meeting are open to the public. In these minutes are the full names of all young men who have been classified 1-A, etc. You have the right to see these files and to take down the names."

"More than 250 medical students at 25 schools have signed a pledge refusing to serve with the Armed Forces in Vietnam.

**LOCALS' woodcut by R.V. Correll**

**SPREAD THE MOVEMENT**

Can you use a bulk order of THE MOVEMENT for your group, club, campus, friends and neighbors? 10¢ each plus postage for over 10 copies. 75¢ each plus postage for 100 or more. Order from THE MOVEMENT PRESS, 449 14th St., San Francisco, Ca. 94103
POLICE CAN STOP TROUBLE - BY NOT STARTING IT

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. -- POLICE CAN STOP TROUBLE - BY NOT STARTING IT in the headline on a petition currently being circulated by Bay Area Friends of SNCC, (see petition below).

This petition is one of several new programs sponsored by BAFOSNCC. Others include a bail fund for draft resisters and anti-war organizers, a bail fund for ghetto residents arrested in the event of uprisings this summer, and a lawyers' committee to advise and assist both draft resisters and arrested ghetto dwellers.

Friends of SNCC is a loosely structured, mostly-white, mostly Northern support group which for several years has published SNCC's activities and done fund raising to support these activities. Continuing activities in the San Francisco area have included the March Friends of SNCC stamp drive, which collects and redresses all kinds of trading stamps to purchase supplies for SNCC, and THE MOVEMENT newspaper which started as a Friends of SNCC newsletter.

NEW PROGRAMS

These new programs are the result of SNCC's recent decision to form a fund raising base in the communities where it works instead of depending on Northern support. Rap Brown, now SNCC chairman, suggested that FOSNCC could best turn its readiness to educating the white community to the needs and purposes of the black freedom struggle.

Draft Resistance was chosen as an issue since it affects both black and white youths. It is a more critical problem for blacks, but not a different problem. And with the new law granting automatic student deferments, the problem may become almost as critical for young poor and working class whites.

POLICE CAN STOP TROUBLE - BY NOT STARTING IT

We citizens of --------- warn our city and county governments that the conditions that have produced "long, hot summers" in the past several years are more intense this summer of 1967 than ever before. Unless our elected governments fulfill their responsibilities in our ghettoes, our California cities face the imminent prospect of large scale civil uprisings, and the slaughter of fellow citizens.

We remind you, our elected officials, that each of the serious rebellions of the past several years has begun with a brutal attack by police on people of the ghetto -- Matthew Johnson in Hunter's Point, Leonard Desdwiler in Watts, Martin Chambers in Tampa. Unless you take immediate action to curb the tradition among our police of beating and shooting black people first, and asking questions afterward, more and more serious Watts and Hunter's Point uprisings are inevitable. Our police are seeing the needs of hate, and we all, black and white alike, shall suffer.

It is your responsibility to make our police command respect, not fear, in all sections of our community. We ask you to act now, before hundreds of our fellow citizens lie dead in the streets.
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TO THE MOVEMENT:

We've got two draft counselors in here every day all day. One white. The guys are studying for theirSelective Service System processes, etc. One white is a law student, the other is a lawyer. The H. Rap Brown article is enclosed.

We have lots of literature but would like five copies of The Movement each month. Enclosed is four dollars for four months worth of copy. (Beginning June 1.)

Thank you,
Boston Draft Resistance Group
Cambridge, Mass.

Here is one of the leaflets that was enclosed.

cannon fodder.

That's you baby. You do the dying while the rich guys do the studying, so they can send your kids off to the next war just like their old men are sending you off to this one.

And for what? Your country? Bullshit - for a South Vietnamese punk named Marshall Ky. He's great. The only fighting HIS army does is at the PX when the transistors come in.

The ARVN (South Vietnamese Army) won't fight, why then should you?

(Still want to fight? Fight the draft with us.)

Boston Draft Resistance Group
138 River St.
Cambridge, Mass.
547-7919

POOR FIGHT URBAN RENEWAL

By Dick Lawrence, Temporary Chairman, City-wide Urban Renewal Committee

Chicago, Illinois City Hall was surrounded. Poor Negroes, poor whites and poor Native Americans joined together to fight. On Friday June 2, a union of the poor went to City Hall and City Hall was not ready. We filled City Hall and placed our petition for the future operation of the Urban Renewal program in the city.

We knew Daley had no intention of doing this, his $180 million dollar urban renewal program could not survive our protest. And a vote to proceed was needed by July 1st to get the package to Washington in time to meet Federal requirements. We were ready. One of our people reading our "magna carta." The City Council members lost their heads. Chaos reigned as they shouted at one another from the floor, and finally the Mayor himself stood and demanded that his employees fill those hallowed-halls. Our principles were defended, and shown great fortitude under the most adverse circumstances.

Because you have acted courageously and shown your solidarity towards our cause, and shown great fortitude under the most adverse circumstances.

Because you have proven yourself as a true revolutionary guided by a great feeling of love for our people;

Because you have met such a fine example, in the tradition of Brother Malcolm; of dedicating your entire life to the struggle of Black Liberation, inspiring your peers and providing a model for others to emulate;

Because you have resolved to serve in the oppressor's racist mercenary aggressive war machine, showing that you know who your true friends and enemies are;

Because of your new endeavor to organize and liberate the Crown Colony of the United States, we will inevitably be forced to confront, deal with, and overcome the racist Washington Police Department which functions as an arm of the racist U.S. Armed Forces occupying South Vietnam.

You are hereby drafted into the Black Panther Party for Self Defense, invested with the rank of Field Marshall. The Black Panther Executive Mandate said:

"Brother Stokely Carmichael:

Because you have distinguished yourself in the struggle for the total liberation of Black people from oppression to triumph within America.

Because you have acted courageously and shown your solidarity towards our cause, and shown great fortitude under the most adverse circumstances.

Because you have proven yourself as a true revolutionary guided by a great feeling of love for our people;

Because you have met such a fine example, in the tradition of Brother Malcolm; of dedicating your entire life to the struggle of Black Liberation, inspiring your peers and providing a model for others to emulate;

Because you have resolved to serve in the oppressor's racist mercenary aggressive war machine, showing that you know who your true friends and enemies are;

Because of your new endeavor to organize and liberate the Crown Colony of the United States, we will inevitably be forced to confront, deal with, and overcome the racist Washington Police Department which functions as an arm of the racist U.S. Armed Forces occupying South Vietnam.

You are hereby drafted into the Black Panther Party for Self Defense, invested with the rank of Field Marshall."
AMERICAN INDIANS - Continued from Page One

assimilated or be exterminated.

During the time of Jackson and before, the white man would take over Indian lands and get some Indians in a tribe no sign over tribal lands. Since land was not considered to be owned by any one, however, the Indian who signed only thought he was temporarily giving the white man hunting fishing rights. But the white man hid his paper which was a Euroamerican, not an Indian custom. When the Indian wanted to come back, we never gave any title in any treaty to any of the water ways of this country. We gave rice rights, and white man, which is really it was given and not taken. This was under the Constitution. We are not under the Constitution.

Once a prosecuting attorney said that the government was being humane, since it was really given and not taken. We are not under the Constitution.

The only things that have happened to the waterways of this country are draft resistance. That is one way the government has stolen the lands by getting some Indians in a tribe.

That is one way the government has stolen the lands by getting some Indians in a tribe. That is one way the government has stolen the lands by getting some Indians in a tribe.

RESISTANCE

There is no such thing as passive resistance. That's all hogwash put out by the government. That's all-hogwash put out by the government.

There is no such thing as passive resistance. That's all-hogwash put out by the government.

The government did nothing. To the justice of the peace, it was not really given and not taken. The government was being humane, since it was really given and not taken. We are not under the Constitution.

The only things that have happened to the waterways of this country are draft resistance. That is one way the government has stolen the lands by getting some Indians in a tribe.

That is one way the government has stolen the lands by getting some Indians in a tribe.

INdian communities

A home is not as important as a community. So being poor is not having a fine home, but being forced to live apart from your friends and family. That is what the white man has always tried to do - force us apart, force us into white society. That is what the white man has always tried to do - force us apart, force us into white society.

The white man outlawed our potlach houses or long houses. That is where the whole community would meet and trade beaded and make costumes and meet husband and wives. Now we are using basketball games to re-educate people into our culture. We have Indian dances there and our children meet each other and talk. Our community is at one with nature. I laugh at the white man who is afraid of tornadoes, who is afraid of nature. We are a part of nature. The white man can't help himself to opposition to nature.

You see there is a difference between learning how to live in the world and how to survive in the world. I don't see why people would want to live in cities. Cities are a sore spot on Mother Earth, I think someday she'll convalesce.

THE ASSOCIATION

Our group is only made up of rank and file citizens. There are no members of the government-controlled tribal council on our board, nor are there any people from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) allowed at our meetings.

We have several groups standing around the country similar to ours, but we don't believe in large organizations. Already we are getting too big, so each branch must support itself. They are with us as long as we agree on policy.

THE SURVIVAL OF AMERICAN IN­DIANS

AMERICAN INDIANS ASSOCIATION

P.O. BOX 719, Tacoma, Washington

Phone (514) 931-3007

JacintobCloud

And only 12 percent think we shouldn't be in Vietnam. 88 percent think we shouldn't be in America, either.

JEFF SEGAL ON ANTI-DRAFT - Continued from Pg. 6

For instance, the head of the Colorado State SDS chapter at Greeley, Colorado, who is an ex-green beret who served in Vietnam, is an ex-green beret who served in Vietnam.

I refused draft a couple of years ago and my twist judge said that he was expecting a lot of draft related cases as he said at my trial that he was going to make an example of me. He sentenced me to four years because of my politics. He sentenced me to four years because of my politics.

EDUCATION

Indians see what is being done to the hogwash, and they are called "Negroes" too. They even kicked my daughter out of school because they said she was pre­judiced.

My daughter had written two book re­ports on Germain and Chief Joseph. The teacher said no more reports on Indians.

Then she wrote a report on Nigger, Dick Gregory's book. Silence fell over the class when she read the title. Then the children saw what prejudice was about. Fifty book reports were turned in on that book. Then the teacher said no more reports on Dick Gregory.

INdian communities

A home is not as important as a community. So being poor is not having a fine home, but being forced to live apart from your friends and family. That is what the white man has always tried to do - force us apart, force us into white society. That is what the white man has always tried to do - force us apart, force us into white society.

The white man outlawed our potlach houses or long houses. That is where the whole community would meet and trade beaded and make costumes and meet husband and wives. Now we are using basketball games to re-educate people into our culture. We have Indian dances there and
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article was sent to us by Judge D. Furman, Research Pro­ gram Director of the FAR WEST LABORATORY FOR EDUCATIONAL RE­SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT in Berkeley. He wrote, "I enjoyed Hardy Frye's article on "Negroes in Early California." I was very much excepted for one major error. Mr. Frye states that "there were very few Negroes in California before 1841, and that those that were here had little in­fluence, etc."

CALIFORNIA'S BLACK HERITAGE
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MANUEL VICTORIA AND PIPO, gun, were among the first African descendants to begin to arrive from areas other than Mexico, and these individuals also were welcomed, were suc­ cessful, and blended into the general population. Perhaps the best known of these individuals was William Lindsdell, one of the first African-Americans in the California area, and a man of a one-quarter African ancestry.

From California before 1848, before the United States conquest introduced true racism, was a place where Malcolm X would have had no reason to exist. True, there was a great deal of injustice in California, felt by all who were not in the majority, but the African element in the population knew no separative existence and, in fact, there was an integration absorbed into the Mexican mentality.

BLACK PIONEERS

Tens of thousands of troopers-day Cali­ fornians, with both English and Spanish cultures, because of what happened in California before California's Spanish pioneers (and most of them do not know it), but whether we are personally descended from the Spanish-speaking Afro-American pioneers or not, we are all inheritors of a historical reality. It is the task of a people who did a great deal to make California an interesting place to live. The Spanish-speaking Amerindians, the "Golden West" especially needs to be widely known and appreciated today, when a Negro, to use it seems to be so important to so many people.

TEAR GAS FOR FUN & PROFIT

by Glen Whitman

Came across an advertisement recently in a police trade magazine, "Bull", dated, "1962-1963". There it was, "The increasing popularity of the Spanish soldier and showed riot gas rolling, holding, launching and throwing tear-gas grenades into a mob. The grenade is made from a plastic, half black and half white, armed with rocks and bottles, holding a few blasts of black smoke. We are not about to ignore this. Can't tell whether it was a "rightful" or a "peace" or a "riot" demonstration. The cops couldn't either. Don't care. Just another mob to keep. An object at which to aim, hold, aim. And with this in mind, a MULTIPLE PURPOSE GRENADE.

MULTIPLE PURPOSE GRENADE

For anyone who still doubts there is a connection between the revolutionary broadcast against United States citizens and revolutionary struggles in other parts of the world, let us consider the "MULTIPLE PURPOSE GRENADE." This grenade was developed by the AAI Corporation, a subsidiary of the United States Army, for use against United States citizens.

"A SAFE GRENADE"

The State Department advises about "safe" grenades. By this, they mean (1) a grenade which would keep injuries (other than gases) at a minimum and (2) a grenade which wouldn't be used against the cops - "safe" for the cops. AAI has presented the State Department, plus U.S. cops, with such grenades, for a price, naturally.

The grenade, known as the "MALDIAN" (trademark of AAI), is needed, baby, it's needed. The "basic design" is based on a timing mechanism which can be set for either 5 or 20 seconds. This, plus the fact that the agent is ejected quickly, eliminates the "throw-back" hazard faced by cops. It really can't be thrown back. 50,000 A YEAR IN U.S.

We talked with the individual in charge of marketing the Multi-Purpose Grenades for AAI, one Earl Stanley Jones, Jr. Jones said about 50,000 tear-gas grenades are purchased every year by police departments in the U.S. of course, said he, "This doesn't mean they're all used."

LAW & ORDER DIGS IT

Jones gave us a reprint of an article from a magazine called "Law and Order -- an Independent Magazine for the Police Profession," by Col. Rex Applegate (U.S. Ret.). Rex digs the new products. AAI diggs their article.

We quote from an opening paragraph:

"The increasing incidence of riots at home and abroad; the altered nature of modern guerrilla, a new development of prime importance and should prove to be of special interest and great significance to the local and to all civil law enforcement agencies."

A winning combination (so far): the U.S. State Department, the AAI Corporation and at least all corporations to prepare "law and order" (not to mention private property and free enterprise), and Col. Applegate outlining the virtues of the "Multi-Purpose Grenade" here in the U.S.

When you are passed this summer, remember I'll just part of a business arrangement, and that political strategy is of the utmost importance to the State Department, yours and mine. T.S. We suggest quickly locking a jacket over the grenade, or placing it on its end and pressing it. If you have time.
By Brooks Penney

On May 3, four leaders of the Camp Parks Job Corps Camp located in the American Federation of Teachers were fired. Litton Industries, the company contracted with the CTA to run Camp Parkall staff members were employees of Litton's.

The two were charged with "disloyalty toward the company" for passing two leaflets around the camp in April. One leaflet objected to company plans to reorganize the Corps' rooms in order to make discipline easier. The other leaflet discussed the virtues of a co-operative ownership of Job Corps centers.

ANTI-UNION

The firings were an attempt by Litton to chop off the head of the union. The following day, the Parks Federation of Teachers, Teachers and Counselors at the camp stayed away from work. After staying out for two days, they went back to work in exchange for a National Labor Relations Board election. They lost the election but the two leaders were presently being considered for reinstatement.

The four who were fired have not been hired back, but their reinstatement will be part of the future negotiations.

Litton Industries is a huge Southern California holding company that reported $52,000,000 net profits for the nine month period ending April 30, 1967. The variety and diversification of the corporations owned by Litton is amazing. It owns, for instance, Safeway, Kroger, Furniture and American Book. 40% of its ownership is defense industries. Litton is very much in the education business. The company is contracted with one of its subsidiaries to develop educational materials to be used by the staff, butts back the job training classes.

Besides Camp Parks, it has a contract with one of its subsidiaries, the Corpmen's rooms in order to make discipline easier. The other leaflet discussed the virtues of a co-operative ownership of Job Corps centers.

PROFITS COME FIRST

One teacher at Camp Parks put it this way: "It's a difficult job from the start but it's complicated immensely by Litton's needs for profit. They can't just give a day's leave for Negroes. There isn't a supervisor who isn't scared to death of the kids and stays as far away as he can. They see every thing as a matter of control." Excluded from profit making in this case. Two teachers and counselors at the camp stayed away from work. After staying out for two days, they went back to work in exchange for a National Labor Relations Board election. They lost the election but the two leaders were presently being considered for reinstatement.

The four who were fired have not been hired back, but their reinstatement will be part of the future negotiations.

Litton Industries is a huge Southern California holding company that reported $52,000,000 net profits for the nine month period ending April 30, 1967. The variety and diversification of the corporations owned by Litton is amazing. It owns, for instance, Safeway, Kroger, Furniture and American Book. 40% of its ownership is defense industries. Litton is very much in the education business. The company is contracted with one of its subsidiaries to develop educational materials to be used by the staff, butts back the job training classes.

Besides Camp Parks, it has a contract with one of its subsidiaries, the Corpmen's rooms in order to make discipline easier. The other leaflet discussed the virtues of a co-operative ownership of Job Corps centers.

One teacher at Camp Parks put it this way: "It's a difficult job from the start but it's complicated immensely by Litton's needs for profit. They can't just give a day's leave for Negroes. There isn't a supervisor who isn't scared to death of the kids and stays as far away as he can. They see every thing as a matter of control." Excluded from profit making in this case.

The company wants no interference and no rights. They don't give a damn about the kids. The Corpsmen are forced to contribute towards the recreation facilities but Litton cut back recreation expenditures by half to "save money." There was no consultation with the Corpsmen on this decision even though there is a Corpsman government. A series of night school classes in Oakland were stopped because Litton claimed it couldn't afford the gas for the buses. Morale at the camp among the staff is low and the turn-over has been high.

Litton. No Negroes were hired. The kids are being trained as "Maintenance Skills" which is just a fancy way of say Janitor.

NO JOBS AT LITTON

Vocational training at Parks is a joke. One of the biggest job training classes was office machinary repair. Since Royal Typewriters is one of Litton's subsidiaries, it would stand to reason that the company would train the kids and give them jobs at Royal. But the class is being phased out - "no jobs available." One group of trainees was interviewed by RoyaL No Negroes were hired. The kids were being trained as "Maintenance Skills" which is just a fancy way of say Janitor.

While the kids are getting literally short-changed, the cost-plus contract has led to some fantastic bookkeeping and financial dealings and dealing. The paper made a double profit. One teacher described the materials as "pure crap. We locked it all into a closet when we got it and it hasn't been looked at since."

POSITIVE ASPECTS

In spite of Litton it is felt that there are some positive aspects to the Job Corps. The Corpsmen are receiving some training and they are getting some basic education. A special reading class has had some success. "All that success means in this case," as one teacher put it, "is that we have taken functional illiterates and brought them up to a fourth grade reading level so they can pass their draft exams and are qualified to get killed."

Also just by its existence the Job Corps allows for a sense of mobility. Poor whiter from Appalachia and Black from the rural south are taken out of one social context and put into another with much the same effects as when middle class kids go away to college. The substitution of one structure for another is not in itself good - the Army does the same thing - but the process of change opens up to the Corps - men the possibility of further change. Whether or not this other change is realized or frustrated is determined by society, and it is on this point that the value and relevance of the society and the Job Corps revolves.

The general attitude of the Corpsmen is probably summed up by one co-corpsman from the south who is now working as a counselor who says, "The man comes up to me and tells me that he's going to put me on a jet airplane and fly me somewhere. Why, sure, I could kiss him."
COPS HAVE NEW LOOK

The Chicago police force, like the political machine behind it, is a power with deep roots, but long had a reputation of corruption. Mayor Daley has proved highly skilled at maintaining the status quo, while covering up the machine when its inner workings become too visible.

By Jean Tepperman

On June 3, 4, and 5, the radio reported riots in a black neighborhood in Boston. The riots started with a sit-in at the welfare office. The picketers handed out leaflets about the "right" riot movement being taken over by irresponsible people.

REPRESSION

"Daley's choice" and having "always been close to the machine," is that THE EMERGENCY legislation that Wilson's resignation was forced, Negro cops have, as in New York, met on their own to discuss their role as Negro police, and pressure for more equitable promotion within the force. Wilson supported their demands, but looted that he in fact DID NOT have a free hand to make real one of the most blatant forms of liberal police control measures - bringing in more and more Negro cops, prevent them, and leave them to the dirty work. Chicago integrates its bureaucratic, with a "Negro" at the head of the War on Poverty, the Dept. of Public Aid and the Post Office. What is important about Wilson's replacement by career cop Conti, reported in the press as being "Daley's choice" and having "an officer's mind of his own," is that THE EMDERGENCY BELIEVES THAT IF LIBERAL-COOPTIVE POLICE CONTROL MEASURES won't work, THEN MAYBE REPRESISON WILL.

MAW SIT IN STARTS RIOT

By Jeex Tepperman

The sit-ins started with a sit-in at the welfare office. The picketers handed out leaflets about the "right" riot movement being taken over by irresponsible people.

GANGED IMAGE

"Wilson's efforts were successful in that they changed the public image of the force for the liberals, but they failed to change the public, the reality, the way it works on the street, as newspapers, national magazines. We had a sit-in, and Chicago cops themselves talk about Chicago having the "best police force in the country," with a "Negro" at the head of the War on Poverty, the Dept. of Public Aid and the Post Office. What is important about Wilson's replacement by career cop Conti, reported in the press as being "Daley's choice" and having "an officer's mind of his own," is that THE EMERGENCY BELIEVES THAT IF LIBERAL-COOPTIVE POLICE CONTROL MEASURES won't work, THEN MAYBE REPRESISON WILL.

CHAIN DOORS

"When they were taken outside, there were 300 black cops and people were beaten up, and people were run up to the second floor, because the men so no one could get in or out. Finally the police came. They tried to pull us off the chain, but we held on, so they pushed the women away and started attacking the men with clubs. It was the police protecting themselves against the cops. The cops had come in, and some people in the crowd, then jumped out the window myself, because I had some people who want their rights."

REPRESSION

We figured that there would be trouble that night, so we called in some men from the picket line and asked them to cut in with us Friday night.
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